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Abstract: Knowledge in the social and human Sciences cannot be modeled with old time 
mathematical modeling techniques. In this situation, it would be very useful to 
have modeling approaches capable to express the richness of social reality, 
including its vagueness and uncertainty. Aiming at this objective, a soft 
modeling approach is proposed, implemented as a generalized fuzzy Petri net. 
This model can be then used to make inferences and to solve problems related 
to the complex system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Real problems in the social and human environments in a modern world 
are characterized by a great economic polarisation of societies, aggresive 
global markets, environmental problems, natural resources depletion, 
violence and crime outbursts, etc. These complex problems cannot be 
approached with old time mathematical modeling techniques. In the 50's and 
60's the Expert Consultation Techniques were introduced as valid heuristic 
methods to analyze and to handle social problems [1]. These techniques are 
based not on trying to model mathematically the complex real world, but to 
extract the conceptual logical model that an expert or a panel of experts have 
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about it, that permits them with remarkable efficiency to solve real world 
problems in their speciality domains. This conceptual logical model is 
expressed in terms of rules of behavior of the system elements, as a 
Knowledge Base, that is a collection of logical propositions whose 
relationships model the knowledge that experts have about a certain topic. 

One of the principal issues in building Knowledge Bases is related to 
modeling real situations characterized by uncertainty [2]. This uncertainty 
may be produced by following factors: [3]: 

a) It is impossible to assign the whole truth or the whole falsity to 
propositions, even to those taken as premises or starting points of a logical 
discourse [4]. 

b) The logical support of a premise or condition for determining a given 
conclusion or result is uncertain, that is, we can define a conditional belief 
value of a conclusion given a premise. 

c) The premises contain fuzzy terms. 

A way to model this fuzzy logic model is the fuzzy production rule. The 
components of a fuzzy production rule are: 

a) A conclusion whose belief value is to be estimated. 
b) The premises and their belief values. 
c) The logical combination of the premises, generally expressed in a 

normal form as a disjunction of conjunctions. 
d) The uncertain implication relating the belief value of the conclusion 

with the premises. 

The logical belief functions should be drawn from a specific fuzzy logic. 
In a former paper Lara-Rosano [3] proposed the Logic of Lukasiewicz as the 
most suitable one to handle uncertainty according to a set of 
logic-mathematical criteria. 

In this paper a Fuzzy Petri Net approach is proposed to model linguistic 
conceptual models, using linguistic belief values for the propositions, as well 
as a linguistic weight for the contributions of premises to the belief value of 
the conclusion. This kind of model can be used to make inferences and to 
solve problems related to the complex system. 
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2. LINGUISTIC BELIEF PETRI NETS 

Arguments in favor of modeling fuzzy conditional rules by Fuzzy Petri 
Nets (FPN) can be found in some papers [5], [6]. We assume that the fuzzy 
knowledge-based logical system is described by fuzzy belief networks with 
conditional rules and the system modeling is realized by mapping these 
rules into a Linguistic Belief Petri Net (LBPN). model 

Definition 1: A Linguistic Belief Petri Net (LBPN) is a 7-tuple 

LBPN= [P, T, I, O, a,A, W ] (1) 

where P== [pi, p2,... , Pn ] denotes a set of places associated with 
uncertain propositions, T== [ti, t2, ... , t^ ] denotes a set of transitions 
associated with fuzzy implications, I(0): T -> P"" is the input (output) 
function, a mapping from sets of places to transitions (transitions to set of 
places), a :P -^ [0,1] is a certainty association function which assigns a 
linguistic truth value represented as a trapezoidal fuzzy number in [0, I] to 
each place, A: P —> [0,1] is a certainty threshold association function 
which assigns a real value X i from zero to one to each place i A = 
[ X\, ... Xi, ..., X^ ], For any transition t, if all the trapezoidal fuzzy 
numbers representing the linguistic certainty factors a associated with the 
tokens of all its input places have elements greater than their thresholds X, 
then the transition is enabled and fires. W: T -^ [ 0,1] , are a set of 
weights that assigns a linguistic truth value represented as a trapezoidal 
fuzzy number in [0, 1] to the transition arcs of a net. For a transition t, Wj 
G W indicates the linguistic belief value of the implication (rule) for the jth 
output place, that is, how much the premises impact the belief values of the 
jth output place, if the transition fires. To map linguistic conditional rules 
into LBPN, we map propositions as places; the logical implication functions 
'THEN" between antecedent and consequent propositions as transitions; the 
impact of belief values of antecedents over the consequent as arcs. 
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3. INFERENCE WITH LINGUISTIC BELIEF PETRI 
NETS 

A LBPN is an inference engine. The inference engine is activated by 
firing transitions. A transition t fires instantly as soon as it is enabled, t is 
enabled if all its input places have tokens whose certainty factors are greater 
than their thresholds. 

Let I(t)= [pii, Pi2, ... ,Pin ], with the corresponding thresholds: 
A-1, Xi, ..., >̂  and let 0(t)== [poi, Po2, ... ,Pom ] with the corresponding 
output weights: Woi, Wo2, ... ,Wom, 

Definition 2: V t G T, ^ is enabled and fires if V p̂ j E I(t), the 
Hnguistic (trapezoidal fuzzy number) certainty value a (py) has an interval 
[ockij (Pij)] such that all its values auij > Xj, j =1,2, ... ,n After firing t, the 
token in Py is removed, and a token with a membership certainty function 
Wok [ miujlakij (Pij)}] is put into each of its output places Pok, k=l,2, ..., m. 
If a place Pok has more than one input transition and more than one of its 
input transitions fire, then the new certainty factor of pok is the new token 
which is produced by the transition with the maximum output weight, 
because it has the maximal evidence. 

In order to describe the fuzzy reasoning algorithm more clearly, we 
make some other remarks. 

Let P the set of places. Let divide P into three parts: Pj, Pint and Po such 
that P == PI u Pint u Po and Pi n P,nt n PQ = 0 . Furthermore 
P, - {p G P I »p - 0 } , Pint - {p G P I «p ^ 0 and p* ;̂  0 }, Po 
= { p G P | p » = 0 } . Then p G Pi is called an initial premise, p G 
P,nt is called a hidden proposition, p G Po is called a conclusion. 

FUZZY REASONING ALGORITHM 

Step 1. Put a token on initial premises Pt .and define initial transitions Tt 
Step 2. Find the enabled transitions Te from Tt. That is where V pij G PJ 

the linguistic (trapezoidal fuzzy number) certainty value a (pij) has an 
interval [akij (pij)] such that all its values auij > X.j, j =1,2, ... ,n 

Step 3. Fire all enabled transitions Te and calculate new certainty 
membership functions which are produced by fired transitions according to 
Definition 2. 

Step 4. Make token transmission. Take a token from the input places of a 
fired transition. Assume p is one of the output places of a fired transition 
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4.1 If p has only one input transition, then add a token to p with 
the certainty membership function Wok [ minjla^ij (Py)}] which is 
produced by its input transition; 

4.2 If If p has more than one input transition and more than one 
of its input transitions fire, then the new certainty membership 
function of p is the new token which is produced by the transition 
with the maximum output weight, because it has the maximal 
evidence. 

Step 5. Let T = T-Tg, and define the next transifions Tt and the places 
with tokens Pt. 

Step 6. Go to Step 2 and repeat, until T^= 0 

EXAMPLE 

Let following knowledge base: 

A = "There is fever" 
B = "There is throat pain" 
C = "The leukocyte count is too large" 
D = "There is a throat infection" 

E = "The patient must stay at home" 
Implication tii = "If the patient has fever (more than 38°C) and there is 

throat pain, then the patient should stay at home with "high" certainty (|LLI= 

"high"). 
Implication ii. = "If the patient has fever (more than 38°C) and there is 

throat pain and the leukocyte count is too large, then the certainty of a throat 
infection is very high (|Li2= "very high").. 

Ea(E)=? 

very^h" Da(D)=? 

Figure 1 Linguistic Belief Petri Net corresponding to Example 
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Let the following facts: 
The certainty a(A) of A is "middle". Its threshold is 0.5 
The certainty a(B) of B is "middle". Its threshold is 0.65 
The certainty a(C) of C is "high". Its threshold is 0.7 
It is asked the certainty value a(E) of E = "The patient must stay at 

home" and a(D) of D = "There is a throat infection". 
Let following linguistic terms and their corresponding fuzzy numbers. 

Linguistic terms 

Absolutely false 
Low certainty 
Middle certainty 
High certainty 
Very High certainty 

Trapezoidal Fuzzy 
Numbers 

(0, 0, 0, 0) 
(0,1,2,3) 
(2, 4, 6, 8) 
(7, 8, 9, 1) 
(9, 1, 1, 1) 

This table can be represented in Fig 2 

Linguistic IVIembership Functions 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

Certainty 

•Low Certainty 
•High Certainty 

iVliddle Certainty 
Very High Certainty 

Figure 2. Trapezoidal Membership Functions of Linguistic Certainty 
Values 
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Step 1. Initial premises are A, B and C. Pt= A u B u C. Tt = [ti t2] 
Step 2. a(A) = "middle" and its fuzzy membership has values greater 

than its thresholod 0.5 In the same way a(B) = "middle" and its fuzzy 
membership has values greater than its threshold 0.6 then transition ti is 
enabled. Also a(C) = "high" and its fuzzy membership has values greater 
than its threshold 0.7 then transition t2 is enabled too. 

Example Membership Functions 

0.5 

0) 

CD 
Q 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
Certainty 

.'a(A)="middle"> 0.5" 

.•a(C)="hJgh" > 0.7" 

.'a(B)="middle">0.65"' 

-Very High Certainty 

Figure 3. Trapezoidal Membership Functions of Example Certainty 
Values 

Step 3. Transition t] fires. After firing ti a membership certainty function 
"high" ® [ min {("middle" > 0.5), ("middle" > 0.65)} ] is calculated for E. 
The way to calculate this is membership function is to consider that "high" 
is represented by (0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1), "middle" > 0.5 is represented by (0.5, 0.5, 
0.6, 0.8), "middle" > 0.65 is represented by (0.65, 0.65, 0.65, 0.8). Therefore, 
the certainty membership function associated with ti and E is (0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1) 
® [min {(0.5, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8), (0.65, 0.65, 0.65, 0.8)}] = (0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1) ® 
(0.65, 0.65, 0.65, 0.8) = (0.455, 0.520, 0.585, 0.8). 

In the same way, transition t2 fires. After firing X2 a membership 
certainty function "very high" ® [min {("middle" > 0.5), ("middle" > 0.65), 
("high" > 0.7)} ] is calculated for D. 

Its value is given by (0.9, 0.9, 1, 1) ® [ min {(0.5, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8), (0.65, 
0.65, 0.65, 0.8), (0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1)}] - (0.9, 0.9, 1, 1) ® [(0.5, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8) ] 
- (0.45, 0.45, 0.6, 0.8). 
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Step 4. A token is taken from inputs A, B and C, E receives one token 
with trapezoidal certainty function (0.455, 0.520, 0.585, 0.8). D receives one 
token with trapezoidal certainty function (0.45, 0.45, 0.6, 0.8). 

Step 5. Let T = T-Te== 0 There is no more transitions Tt . The places 
with tokens Pt .are E and D. 

Step 6. Go to Step2 . There are no more enabled transitions Te = 0 . The 
conclusions are: E = "The patient must stay at home" with trapezoidal 
certainty function (0.455, 0.520, 0.585, 0.8) that could be translated into 
linguistic terms as '^Probably the patient must stay at home^^ and D = 
"There is a throat infection" with trapezoidal certainty function (0.45, 0.45, 
0.6, 0.8) that could be translated into linguistic terms as '7^ could be that 
the patient has a throat infection*^ Their graphics are represented in Figure 
4. 

Conclusion Membership Functions 

1.5 

1 o -c 
0 0 

0 E 05 
Q B 

• 

0.0000 0.2000 0.4000 0.6000 0.8000 1.0000 

Certainty 

•a(E)=Probably •a(D)=lt could be 

Figure 4 Certainty Functions of the Conclusions 

CONCLUSION 

Expert Consultation Techniques are based not on trying to model the real 
world, but to extract the conceptual model that an expert or a panel of 
experts have about it, that permits them with remarkable efficiency to solve 
real world problems in their speciality domains. Aiming at this objective, a 
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fuzzy logical knowledge based model was proposed, implemented as a 
generalized fuzzy Petri net model, to make inferences and to solve problems. 
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